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ABSTRACT 

Visual inspection is widely used to improve the reliability of in-service products such as 

wind turbine blades (WTBs), aircraft surfaces, and bridges. Lowering costs by reducing 

maintenance hours and increasing labor safety, decreasing production and service 

downtimes, promoting high accuracy inspections as well as making early repair are 

motivating factors for having reliable visual inspection techniques. In this study, a new 

image processing technique was investigated to assess its ability to detect surface flaws 

on a WTB on-tower. The method was tested by varying the parameters of the surface 

flaws as well as the parameters of the method.  It was found that detecting and 

quantifying cracks as small as hair thickness with computer-based visual inspection is 

feasible and the orientation of a crack was not sensitive to image processing so that the 

inspection camera does not need to set up at a specific angle to detect cracks. It was 

found that uneven background illumination was not a major concern for the edge 

detection methods and can be reduced by using optimized threshold number and opening 

images techniques with the line detection method. In addition, the accuracy of 

quantifying a crack was improved by reducing noise with the intersection two processed 

images from different methods. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

Wind energy provides more than 3% of total U.S. electricity supply and contributes 

more than 10% of total electricity generation in six states with two of these states being 

above 20% (Chen, 2012). Most of the wind farms have installed turbines in the past 10 

years and the installation capacity is expected to grow continuously at more than 25% 

per annum to meet the Department of Energy (DOE) 20% wind energy portfolio by 2030 

(NREL report, 2008). Although the design life of a wind turbine is 20 years, early failure 

often affects critical components and causes significant down time, causing concern for 

power generation companies and investors. Rotor blades are one the largest mechanical 

components of a wind turbine and cannot be monitored as easily as electrical 

parts/controllers and smaller mechanical components such as bearings. The limited 

monitoring ability of current Operation and Maintenance (O&M) functions for wind 

farms can lead to higher energy costs and pose a threat to the development of offshore 

wind farms, which counts for 4% of the DOE 2030 wind energy portfolio. In addition, 

the general public has voiced a number of concerns about the viability of wind energy. 

To address part of the viability and cost concerns, research on reliable and cost-effective 

blade monitoring systems is warranted. 

Rotor blades account for roughly 18% of the total turbine cost and have significant 

challenge of maintenance due to the large-scale, on-tower and non-unique complex 

materials. The annual O&M cost of a wind farm is 0.5 – 2.5 ȼ/kWh based on the 

capacity and the operation years and it accounts 10 - 20% of the total COE for a wind 

project, based on current COE figures of 3.5 – 6 cents/kWh (Sandia-Walford, 2006). 
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Although lack of information on cost breakdown of components of O&M, blade failure 

ranks in the top third of failure rates among all the critical large mechanical components. 

In addition, it adds a significant downtime per failure, which is 4 days on average with 

expensive equipment such as cranes required along with skilled technicians (Hahn, 

2006). Early inspection can help prevent severe structural damage and reduce O & M 

costs (SGS Group, 2010). A report by SGS group points out that there is 26% additional 

cost to blade manufacturers to fix a blade incident but could have been corrected by an 

increase of 0.64% of the total turbine blades cost to the third-party inspection company. 

 

Figure 1. Failure frequency and downtime of components 
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WTBs Background 

Turbine blades are coated with two thin layers, a gel coat layer and an environmentally 

friendly water-based varnish, to prevent infiltration of moisture, sand, and salt into the 

underlying fiberglass composite material which can lead to delamination and other types 

of structural damage. Depending on the stress applied to the blade surface, the thickness 

of gel coat may vary between 0.3mm where loads are light and 0.6mm along the leading 

edge where it makes first contact with wind and loads are particularly high (DNV, 

2010). The health of a blade skin is a major maintenance concern and is a significant 

contribution to energy cost using existing on-tower inspection and repair methods. Also 

it is difficult to insure consistency in manual inspection because inspectors vary in their 

ability to detect small surface flaws that accumulate under normal blade working 

conditions such as hairline cracks on the blade surface. With wind energy moving 

offshore, the rotor blades will experience a more challenging environment – high 

moisture and salt – and potentially higher maintenance costs.  

Blade Skin Defects 

Surface damage like gel coat cracks and erosion can significantly reduce the 

aerodynamic efficiency of blades and lead to structural damage, which is more 

challenging to detect and repair. Since surface damage is relatively easy to inspect, 

inexpensive to repair, and will prevent future structural damage, blade surface health 

monitoring should be given more attention. Unfortunately, current rotor blade surface 

health inspection is performed by “sky workers”, technicians hanging by a rope from the 

tower doing close inspection and repair, or telescopes, which can be used to capture 
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blade surface images from the ground. Also, repair decisions are based on visual 

inspection which is known to cause high variability in the results. In addition, on-tower 

inspections add downtime to the wind turbine that will reduce annual electricity 

production.  

This paper addresses the characteristics of the WTB surface flaws and method 

parameters for computer-aided visual inspection. Similar methods have been considered 

in aircraft health inspection. For example, a stereoscopic method has been successfully 

applied for a limited number of surface cracks on aircraft skins (Siegel 1997). Therefore, 

further investigation is warranted to assess the capability of image processing techniques 

in the detection of cracks in the gel coat layer. Ideally, the results of an inspection should 

characterize the size and severity of cracks so that the need for repair can be determined.  
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CHAPTER 2: RELATED RESEARCH 

Wind turbine blades are not a “fit and forget” item since a variety of environmental 

events like lightning strikes, rain and wind erosion all cause of damage (Marsh, 2011). 

Wind turbine blade surface flaws can have a severe impact on fatigue experienced by the 

turbine blades and lead to early “wear and tear” damage. Examining early surface flaws 

and repairing on time can prevent future structural damages, reduce operation downtime, 

and save O & M costs.  

More rotors in operation and rotors increasing in operation hours lead to increased blade 

maintenance. Until recently, wind farm operators neglected inspection and preventative 

maintenance. Comparing to commercial aircrafts, WTB received less than 1/8 hours of 

maintenance and is required to operate 8 times longer (Wood, 2011).  Many blades are 

already past their warranty periods, especially in European countries. Current wind 

turbine surface health inspection methods include a group of sky workers walking on the 

wind turbine blades over 300ft above ground via ropes attached to their bodies. Crawlers 

or platform are also used to move maintenance workers along the rotor blades. Current 

blade inspection of SGS group takes 30 hours/turbine with inspector rates at $80/hour 

and UT scanner rates $220/day (SGS, 2010). Sky working is expensive and poses 

serious safety risks to workers. Crawlers and platforms improve the working 

environment of site employees and reduce the stresses and dangers associated with 

maintenance but still add downtime. All three methods use sky workers to perform close 

inspections, laminate repair, infusion, gel-coat repair, and blade cleaning. They must 

work with materials like polyester, vinyl ester and epoxy resins, along with glass, 
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carbon, aramid and bio-composite fibers. Therefore, well-trained site workers are 

necessary for performing the maintenance work. A new approach is to use a climbing 

robot with a ground-based control station to work along rotor blades and to capture 

images with high resolution camera (GE reports, 2012). Image processing techniques or 

experienced engineers then analyze the images that the robots obtained. Rosa Guido in 

Italy had published a paper on developing a low-cost climbing robot for offshore wind 

turbine blades inspection in 2002 (Rosa, 2002). General Electric (GE) and International 

Climbing Machines (ICM) have developed a remote controlled wall climbing robot with 

a wireless high resolution video camera attached to its back to capture blade surface 

images. Fraunhofer Institute for Factory Operation and Automation IFF also developed a 

robot called RIWEA that can register any crack and delamination in the material with 

exact positions (Fraunhofer IFF, 2013). Both of these robots require post image 

processing. The literature has not addressed the degree to which a crack can be 

recognized by image processing. Both of these methods are still under developing or 

testing and the cost is not clearly addressed at this time. Another disadvantage is that 

these robots cannot capture images while wind turbine blades are rotating.   

Blades Surface Flaws 

Typically, in-service WTBs have surface flaws in the following categories. 

1. Erosion (leading edge erosion, also called pitting and wear) 

2. Cracks (Cracks in gel coat/channel cracks, stress cracks) 

3. Skin debonding (paint peeling, gel coat cracking, and gel coat/skin 

debonding) 
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The gradual destruction of wind turbine blade surfaces is called erosion. Erosion is 

caused by rain, sand, or other natural agents and it affects paint, gel coats, and fiberglass 

lamination. Typically, erosion appears as a group of small pits, which have a different 

(darker) appearance compared to a healthy blade surface. Mathematically, these pits 

have depth and differ from other surface roughness like dead insects which raise the 

surface of a blade. However, erosion is difficult to recognize in point cloud format due to 

noise and the current state of image processing technology. Ideally, computer-aided 

image processing should be able to detect erosion by identifying pitting geometry and 

luminance. 

Cracks become visually apparent as segments along the WTBs where the surface has 

split without breaking into separate parts. Various industries have tried to observe and 

characterize surface cracks. “Cracks usually have low luminance and can be considered 

as local intensity minima with rather elongated structural characteristics (Giakoumis, 

2006).” It is critical to determine whether the crack is in the surface coating, like a 

scratch, or whether the crack affects inner laminations. Therefore, the crack inspection 

method in the paper needs to address how depth of a crack reflected in a two 

dimensional image. An effective crack inspection method must be able to distinguish 

between cracks in paint/gel coat and cracks affecting inner laminations.   

Many early defects are hairline thickness cracks along the gel coat layer. Gel coat cracks 

have various forms that can be found at the root section of the rotor blades, or along the 

leading edge and surfaces along the spar cab. Gel coat cracks can have a single cause 

and multiple causes. 
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Figure 2. Types of gel coat cracks 

 

Stress cracks, also called linear cracks, usually happen when the laminate flexes under 

load and generally show up as 

parallel or concentric lines as 

shown in Figure 2. Stress 

cracks can be parallel or 

traveling towards the same 

ending point.  

Thermal cracks developed in 

random directions. Aging or a 

gel coat layer that is too thick 

can exhibit this problem. 

Some researchers recognize 

thermal cracks are a result of 

repetitious expansion and 

contraction of the gel coat 

form. It can be in a parallel 

pattern or an isotropic 

configuration and it is characterized by short discontinuous sections. Early thermal 

cracks can be considered as a material or manufacturing problem. 

Radial cracks, also known as crazing or impact damage, typically occurs when an object 

hits the laminate and causes damage like that shown in Figure 2. The frontal impact is 
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indicated by a concentric circle pattern, with the diameter of the inner circle having a 

relationship to the size of the impacting object. 

Debonding is a failure mode in which bonding resin is removed and the two bonded 

layers of materials are separated. Debonding occurs in both the surface coating and inner 

composite lamination. Skin debonding refers to the coating of the wind turbine blade 

surface. It can be top paint peeling and gel coat/skin debonding. Paint peels usually have 

a polygon shape and can be mathematically represented in the image processing.  

However, paint peeling and gel coat/skin debonding more likely occurred in composited 

made boat rather than wind turbine blades (Coackley, 1991). 

Computer-based Visual Inspection and Challenges 

Visual inspection is used to inspect commercial aircraft surfaces for defects. An aircraft 

surface inspection is typically composed of 90% visual inspection and 10% Non-

destructive Inspection (NDI) (Siegel, 1997). NDI is a well-accepted method for finding 

internal defects in composites. Image-based surface inspection can be used to determine 

whether NDI is necessary or not. Currently, inspection methods depend heavily on 

human eyes, which can be time consuming and have poor accuracy. Remote visual 

inspection tries to address these issues.  

Mumtaz described a mobile inspection unit called the Crown Inspection Mobile Platform 

(Mumtaz, 2010). This unit combines contourlet transform and discrete cosine 

transformation to find edges of flaws in the aircraft surface. Countourlet transform can 

efficiently identify the intrinsic geometrical structure containing contours by filtering 

discontinuous points. Discrete cosine transformation was used to extract features and to 
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recognize pattern. Airlines have demonstrated the technology and apparently given it 

some of approval. However, it has only been tried on a small sample set of simulated 

cracks. The authors stated that the system must be applied to many new types of cracks 

and surface issues before it can begin to replace human visual inspections. Based on the 

crack images in the paper, the author did not address how much detail of a crack can be 

recognized and how to handle the missing part due to the uneven illumination of the 

image background.  

Some researchers are now trying to develop computer-based visual inspection systems 

for WTBs to make use of the robot inspection methods explained earlier. WTB surface 

images tend to have more noises comparing to aircraft since blades cleaning is not as 

often as aircraft. Also, blade surface images have more uneven illumination due to the 

large scale, complex geometry, and on-tower inspection.  

Image Processing 

Image Structure 

The synthetic cracks are RGB color images, which are � × � × 3 arrays of color pixels, 

where M and N are the width and height, respectively, of the image in pixels. This 

represents a superposition of red, green, and blue component images. Each matrix 

element can have a value ranging from 0 to 255, where 255 represents full and 0 

represents zero intensity level of a single color. For instance, red color has intensity 

[255, 0, 0]. RGB color images share the same characteristics as the true images in the 

MATLAB environment and this indicates that the behavior of image processing of field 

images should be consistent as the synthetic cracks. Each of the component images can 
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be interpreted as a gray-scale image, where the gray-scale image is a � × � matrix of 

pixels. Converting a RGB image to gray-scale eliminates the hue and saturation 

information while retains the luminance. Image processing with RGB images are 

equivalent to process the three component images separately, where gray-scale images 

contain the key information as RGB images but only requires 1/3 of the work. Therefore, 

the method first converted an image from RGB to gray-scale. Binary images, which have 

either a black or white color for each pixel, were also used with the method. Most edge 

detection functions return a binary image with 1 is where the function finds edges and 0 

is elsewhere. Converting a gray-scale image to a binary image requires a threshold 

number T, which turns every pixel of an image into white if its gray level is larger than T 

and black in the opposite (McAndrew, p.217). Threshold number is widely used in 

image segmentation and threshold number is directly linked to the accuracy of the 

detection method.  

Image Segmentation 

Segmentation is an image processing method in which the outputs are attributes 

extracted from input images. Segmentation algorithms for binary images are generally 

based on discontinuity and similarity of pixels. However, nontrivial images are one of 

the hardest groups to apply the segmentation processing to since too much noise is 

generated during the image processing and not enough defects can be recognized due to 

the non-uniform background illumination. Line detection and edge detection used in the 

project are typical application of image segmentation. Line detection has four standard 

detector mask with orientations in horizontal, vertical, +45˚ and -45˚. Edge detection is 
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by far the most common approach to detect discontinuity and there are various detectors 

available for computing the gradient like Sobel, Prewitt, Roberts, Laplacian of a 

Gaussian (LoG), Zero crossings, and Canny. Canny, as the one of the most powerful 

method, is applied to the project and compared with Sobel. 

Gray-scale Image Processing 

Gray-scale image can be used directly in edge detection methods since edge functions 

have steps to convert gray-scale image to binary. Recently, there are methods that 

directly apply the line detector masks to the gray-scale images and then extract the 

detected lines from the processed images by selecting pixels with responses are not 

constant. Constant response means there is no discontinuity. However, if there are 

intensive small noises in the background, it would be very difficult to extract detected 

lines from the processed images since there is no constant response. Converting to 

binary image was used to eliminate the irregular noises in the background. Hough 

Transformation was also investigated to find the line segments and circles with gray-

scale images corresponding to the Hough transform (Tao, 2005 and 2010). However, 

further study is necessary to consider applying Hough Transformation in crack 

inspection.  

Research Problem 

The primary objective of this research is to investigate whether wind turbine blade 

surface images with known cracks can be detected and if so, how much of the crack can 

be capture and identified with computer-based visual inspection. To achieve this 

objective, this research will address three questions, namely: 1) to what extent can 
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surface cracks be detected on WTBs, 2) how sensitive are these methods to variations in 

crack parameters, and 3) how can we characterize the severity of the cracks? 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 

Description 

The methodology contains four major sections.  

1. Sample crack generation: Six representative synthetic cracks were generated and 
four field images were selected to study the parameters that define detectability. 

2. Line detection method: Is it possible to quickly scan a WTB and find cracks? 
3. Edge detection method: How much of a crack’s detail can be captured? 
4. Crack quantification: How does one define the severity of a crack (e.g., size, 

color)?  

Summary 

A series of synthetic cracks were generated to understand the common characteristics of 

a composite surface crack and the factors that define the visibility of a surface defect. 

The reason why synthetic cracks were used is because the available crack image pool is 

limited and it is necessary to define the fundamental characteristics of a crack. Brownian 

motion was used to create a random crack with correlation between neighboring points 

on the crack. Variations in thickness and color were also included. Line and edge 

segmentation algorithms were developed to detect hairline and nontrivial thickness 

cracks. Line detection was applied first to provide the capability of a quick overall scan 

of images of rotor blade surfaces and then the edge detection method was used to extract 

smoothing information from the original images. The goal was to define how much 

detail of a rotor blade’s surface defect could be found with digital image processing. In 

addition to understanding the detectability of the method, it was necessary to understand 

any potential error that image processing might introduce. A defect quantification 

algorithm was developed to quantify the recognized surface defects. Finally, the method 
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was tested on a group of well-selected site images and the findings were addressed in the 

results section. 

Sample Crack Generation 

Synthetic Cracks 

To understand detectability, a set of representative synthetic cracks was generated with 

one dimensional (1D) Brownian motion to create samples in a controlled fashion. “1D 

Brownian motion is composed of a sequence of normally distributed random 

displacements and their sum represents a particle trajectory in one dimension (EPFL, 

p2).” The background color of the synthetic cracks was defined as either white or light 

gray to be consistent with the paint color of a rotor blade. The color of the synthetic 

crack itself was varied to represent the severity of a crack. The color of surface cracks 

gradually changes as the cracks go deeper into the surface and become easier to identify 

in digital images. The complexity of a synthetic crack was reflected in its non-uniform 

thickness, variation in color, and small derivative cracks. 

Difference of intensity level of pixels, irregular distribution and geometry of noises, and 

uneven illumination of the image background are three major concerns that can 

significantly decrease the detectability of a crack (Gonzalez, 2004). Also the geometry 

and color of a crack may have some level of impact on the defect detectability. 

Therefore, we generated three representative groups of synthetic cracks to test the 

corresponding three hypotheses listed in Table 1. Synthetic cracks can better represent 

the random nature of cracks because they are more flexible for manipulating the key 

parameters of a crack. The only difference between the synthetic cracks in Group 1 is the 
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intensity level of the pixels on the background. The second group was used to examine if 

computer-based visual inspections can find defects that are difficult to see with human 

eyes. The third group explained how much of a crack can be detected if there is severe 

noise or uneven illumination of the background.  

Table 1. The characteristics of synthetic cracks that may affect the detectability 

Group 
number 

Hypothesis Characteristics of the synthetic cracks 

1 
Different intensity level of pixels 
of the background of a crack 
affects its detectability. 

The color of the cracks is the same, but the 
background colors are white and light gray 
respectively. 

2 

Computer-based visual inspection 
can observe small thickness cracks 
or weak intensity level of pixels 
that human cannot see. 

Same level of color difference between a 
crack and its background. However, the 
color of the cracks is different. Same as the 
background color. One unit thickness. 

3 
Irregular noise and uneven 
illumination affect detectability. 

Non-uniform thickness of two synthetic 
crack images. One has irregular noise and 
the other has uneven illumination 

 

Parameters of the Synthetic Cracks 

Six synthetic cracks were created according to the hypothesis in Table 1 to find the 

factors that define the ability to detect surface cracks of a wind turbine blade by digital 

image processing. The goal of the synthetic curve design was to represent the parameters 

of a crack and to reflect the parameters of the method that may affect the detectability. 

Each group contains two synthetic cracks and all of them have the same image size. All 

of the synthetic cracks have the same starting points at the origin of the coordinate 

system (0, 0). However, the starting point can be selected by the user in the algorithm. 

For the first group shown in Figure 3, one synthetic crack has a white background with 

RGB values of [255, 255, 255] and the other one has a light gray background with RGB 
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values of [211, 211, 211]. Both of the cracks have the same gray color [190, 190, 190] 

with a uniform thickness of three pixels. This group of samples addressed some of the 

effects of background color on image processing results.  

 

Figure 3. Different intensity level of pixels of the background of two synthetic cracks (a)|(b) 

In the second group shown in Figure 4, the background colors of the two synthetic 

cracks are white and light gray, the same as in the first group. The image with the white 

background color has color index [234, 234, 234] for its cracks and the other one has 

color index [190, 190, 190] for its cracks. The numbers were selected to generate 

hairline cracks that have a very small intensity difference from their background and are 

hardly recognized by human eyes. The purpose of the samples in Group 2 was to 

understand the relationship between background color and the color of the crack itself. 

Both of the synthetic cracks in Group 2 have uniform thickness 1, which examines 

whether the detection method is sensitive to hairline thickness cracks. 

(0,0) Xmax: 434 pixels 
Ymax: 328 pixels 

(0,0) Xmax: 432 pixels 
Ymax: 335 pixels 
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Figure 4. Hairline thickness synthetic cracks with different intensity level of pixels (a)|(b) 

 

Figure 5. Non-uniform synthetic cracks with (a) noise and (b) uneven illumination 

The third group shown in Figure 5 has two non-uniform thickness synthetic cracks with 

one that has a maximum thickness equal to 9 and the minimum thickness equal to 1. The 

color of the crack is selected as honeydew [240, 255, 240] to represent a severe crack 

that goes into the fiberglass lamination. The background color is white with a transparent 

color from -40% to 20% and irregular noises. After converting the image to gray-scale, 

the background turned white since the hue and saturation were eliminated. The reason to 

design a non-uniform thickness/width crack was to determine the relation between the 

(0,0) Xmax: 440 pixels 
Ymax: 341 pixels 

(0,0) Xmax: 435 pixels 

 Ymax: 338 pixels 
(0,0) 

Xmax: 434 pixels 
Ymax: 341 pixels 

(0,0) Xmax: 434 pixels 

 Ymax: 341 pixels 
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thickness of a crack and the degree of continuity in imaging processing. The other crack 

of the group had the same size but contains significant uneven illumination in the 

background, which cannot be eliminated by transforming the image to gray-scale. These 

representative synthetic cracks were analyzed using the following methods and their 

results were compared to the results from field images in the result section. 

Representative Field Images  

Four field images were selected to further investigate the hypothesis in Table 1 and to 

evaluate if the parameters that define the detectability are consistent with the six 

synthetic cracks. After testing the method on the three groups of synthetic cracks, the 

four field images shown in Figure 6 were used to evaluate the accuracy of the method. 

The results are compared to the synthetic cracks in the result section to check whether 

the synthetic cracks captured the basic characteristics of a real crack. Three of the field 

images were representative of early gel-coat failures and the last one was a severe crack 

along the trailing edge that could be considered as debonding. One was a hairline crack 

and was recognized as the most difficult flaw to detect with the human eye. The hairline 

cracks shared the same characteristics as the synthetic cracks in the second group. The 

second image was a stress crack. It was used to understand the impact of uneven 

illumination to the detectability of an image. It was also used to address the importance 

of the direction of the line detection masks. A third crack was crazing, which typically 

has a spiderweb geometry and some of the small cracks in a crazing may not follow 

along the four directions of standard line detectors. The second and third images 

evaluated whether the uneven illumination and noises affected the detectability of an 
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image as the synthetic cracks in the third group. In addition, the first two crack images 

had turbine blades painted in light gray and the last one had white turbine paint, which 

indirectly explained why it was necessary to have the synthetic cracks in the first group. 

 

  

 
Figure 6. (a) Hairline crack (RGB image: 157-by-272). (b) Stress cracks (Gray-scale: 
247-by-350). (c) Crazing (RGB image: 270-by-435). (d) Severe crack (Gray-scale: 573-
by-2673). 
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Figure 7. Schematic of quick line detection 

Line Detection 

Line Detector Masks 

A line detection method was used to perform a quick scan that could be used on a large 

scale wind turbine blade. It is simple, 

fast, and sensitive to individual line 

segments.  Cracks can be treated as a 

set of segments. A line is a basic type 

of intensity discontinuity in a digital 

image and the most common method 

to detect them is to process the image 

with a linear spatial filter mask with a 

binary format as shown in Figure 7. 

The process consists of moving the 

center of the mask from point to point 

in an image and computing the 

response at each point, which is the 

sum of the product of the mask 

coefficients and the corresponding neighborhood pixels lies in the area spanned by the 

mask and is given by  

� �	�����
�

���

 

where, �� is the intensity of the pixel associated with the mask coefficient ��. 
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Theoretically, only an odd number length of masks is considered since � is the response 

from the center of the filter mask at a specific point(	, 
). The smallest mask is a 3 × 3 

matrix and there are four standard line detection masks corresponding to the orientation 

of the lines, namely, horizontal, 45˚, vertical, and -45˚. The larger number – 2 – in the 

mask matrix represents the direction of the mask and it has a strong response to one 

pixel thickness segments. For instance, the vertical line with thickness one is the 

strongest after filtered with mask in Figure 9 (d).  

 
Figure 8. The mechanics of linear spatial filtering. The magnified drawing shows a � × � 
mask and the corresponding image neighborhood directly under it (Gonzalez, p90). 

Increasing the number from 2 to 3 smoothed the output image but continually increasing 

the number will create fuzzy results. Although the vertical line detector masks responded 

strongly to one pixel thickness lines, it can recognize all vertical lines with different 

thicknesses as shown in Fig 9 (b). 
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Table 2. Standard line detector masks (a) Horizontal. (b) 45˚. (c) Vertical. (d) -45 ̊

-1 -1 -1  2 -1 -1  -1 2 -1  -1 -1 2 
2 2 2  -1 2 -1  -1 2 -1  -1 2 -1 
-1 -1 -1  -1 -1 2  -1 2 -1  2 -1 -1 

 

The binary union operation in Figure 7 combines the detection results of the four 

standard line detector masks, which can offer more complete results. The standard line 

  
(a)      (b) 

   
(c)      (d) 

 
Figure 9. (a) Original image. (b) Result of processing vertical mask in Table 2. (c) 
Absolute value of (b). (d) Strongest response with g>=T, g is the response at each pixel of 
the original image 
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detector masks have a response equal to zero if the mask is in areas of constant intensity. 

Otherwise, the strongest response represents the direction of a detected line. In the line 

detection algorithm, images were converted to a monochrome format and then the four 

different masks were applied to the image. There were four responses |��| , |��|, |��|, 
and |��| with respect to the four line detector masks. The largest response of a point in 

the image defined the orientation of a line passes the point such as it is vertical if |��| 
has the largest return value. Mathematically, |��| � ��, ∀� � � & �, � ∈ �1, 2, 3, 4� had 

the line direction as � mask.  

The line detection mask elements shown is Table 2 are standard line detection masks and 

have strong response to one-pixel thickness lines. By changing the mask value, it will 

give a different response to the thickness of a crack. By multiplying 2� to the standard 

vertical mask and obtain new detection masks as in Figure 10 (a) and (b), the strongest 

responses were happened on thicker lines, then reached an optimal number, and returned 

to same results as the standard vertical mask but much more fuzzy. 

 

 
 (a)    (b)    (c) 
Figure 10. (a) All three vertical lines have strong response (b) As Figure 9 (d) but 
smoother. (c) Middle line has the biggest thickness. 

-4 8 -4    -8 16 -8     -1 3 -1 
-4 8 -4    -8 16 -8     -1 3 -1 
-4 8 -4    -8 16 -8     -1 3 -1 
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Figure 11. Schematic of updated quick line detection 

 

Therefore, standard line detector masks are well-suited to this goal since they have 

strong response to 1-pixel thickness cracks and can detect the other cracks as long as 

they are along the direction of the mask within 3X3 neighborhood.  

Binary Union Operation for any Possible Direction of Cracks 

What if there was part of a crack (thickness < 3 pixels) in the image that was not 

oriented the same as the four 

masks above? Then it is 

complex to have line detector 

masks for every possible 

direction of lines. However, 

one method is to rotate the 

image counterclockwise with a 

user defined step size while 

keeping the masks stationary, 

say 1˚. After line detection, we can rotate the image back to its original orientation and 

take the union operation, which maps the detected flaws from each rotation step to one 

united matrix. Therefore, the line detection method will be able to detect more defects 

that were limited by the direction of line detector mask. The change to Figure 7 can be 

seen in Figure 11. However, rotating an image in a very small angle will significantly 

knock down the detection speed. Based on experience, 10˚ is a reasonable step size that 

can capture cracks from every direction with a user acceptable fast response. 
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Optimize Threshold T 

A threshold number is used to convert a gray-scale image to a binary image. Suppose 

�(	, 
) is an image and � is a selected threshold number, any point (	, 
) ≥ � turned to 

1 and is called an object point. Otherwise, the point turned to 0 and is called background 

point. A threshold image �(	, 
) is defined as 

��	, 
� = �1	��	��	, 
� ≥ �
	0	��	��	, 
� < � 

MATLAB toolbox provides a function called graythresh that computes a threshold using 

Ostu’s method (Gonzalez, 2004). However, this method tends to generate significant 

noise when the background illumination is uneven. It was difficult to quantify the size of 

the crack since the high illumination background became object points and points within 

the crack became background points.  

Noise makes it more difficult to extract the defect information from the original image 

and it is one of the major concerns in line detection. Both line and edge detection 

methods have difficulty finding the “optimal” threshold number when the image has an 

uneven illumination background. Opening image is one way to eliminate the uneven 

background.  

Opening Image – reducing uneven illumination 

An opening image is a transformation that extracts the major object from the image and 

subtracts the leftover non-uniform illumination background from the original image. It is 

used to reduce the uneven illumination on the background of an image, which typically 

cause failures of computing threshold number. MATLAB function  !"#$ was used to 

construct structuring elements such as a line or a disk. It had two input variables: shape 
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and parameters, where shape is a string specifying the desired shape, and parameters are 

a list of parameters that specify information about the shape, such as its size (Gonzalez, 

p. 342). The line detection algorithm used line as desired shape. A line shape created a 

flat and linear structuring element with specified length and direction. For instance, 

 !"#$(′$�%#	, 10, 90) returned a flat, linear structuring element that exceeds ±	10 pixels 

along vertical direction. If the image is rotating, then one can keep the line structure 

elements of strel stationary. One easy way is to fix the degree parameter of  !"#$ to 0 

degree and to rotate the detecting image 10 degrees each time counterclockwise as line 

detecting algorithm in Figure 11. Thus we can extract lines exceeds ±	10 pixels in most 

directs. Then subtract the opened image from its original with function imtophat and 

imbothat in MATLAB. A comparison of before and after opening image with line 

detection methods will be addressed in the results section. Opening image does not 

improve the results very much for edge detection method canny that is because canny is 

based on more complex algorithm which will be explained in the edge detection section.  

Edge Detection 

One major advantage of edge detection is no evidence that the uneven illumination will 

noticeably decrease the detectability. Edge detection was used to capture the outer 

contour of non-uniform thickness cracks and to complement the inadequacy of line 

detectors for detecting meaningful discontinuities in intensity values. Unlike line 

detection, edge detection uses first- or second-order derivatives to compute the 

maximum rate of change of gray levels of pixels. Edge detection gave much smoother 

results while eliminating noise (or small hairline cracks) that probably will miss one 
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pixel thickness hairline cracks. Therefore, line detection was applied first so that a quick 

overall scan of images of rotor blade surfaces can be performed in a reasonable amount 

of time and then the edge detection method was used to extract smoothing information 

from the areas identified by the line detection.  

Edge detection has the same steps as linear detection in Figure 7 except for using edge 

detection masks, rather than using standard line detection masks. The third group of 

synthetic cracks had non-uniform thicknesses and noises along the background. Edge 

detection was used for both of the synthetic cracks and the results were compared to line 

detection in the result section. 

Edge Detector Masks 

Edge detection is by far the most widely used method in image segmentation. MATLAB 

has function, edge(), that supports several common detectors: Sobel, Prewitt, Laplacian 

of a Gaussian (LoG), and Canny. The key difference between these methods can be 

found in how the first or second-order derivatives are approximated. The first order 

derivative in image processing is called gradient and is a vector for a 2D function 

f (x,y)   given by  

∇f =
Gx

Gy















=

∂f

∂x
∂f

∂y





















 

    with the magnitude of the vector as g = mag(∇f ) = [Gx
2 + Gy

2 ]1/2 and angle as

α (x,y) = tan−1(
Gx

Gy

) , where the angle defines the edge direction. Both the Sobel and 
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Canny methods were considered since Sobel is most the commonly used and Canny is 

considered to be the most powerful edge detector. The function Prewitt has identical 

parameters as Sobel but with smaller numbers in its mask. Thus, it was slightly faster at 

computing but tended to produce noisier results. The LoG method uses second order 

derivatives and includes complex steps to eliminate noise and locate the double edge 

detected by the Laplacian method.  

The edge detectors Sobel and Canny were used in the project due to their ability to 

capture discontinuities and eliminate noise. The Sobel function had default masks as 

shown in Table 3 to compute the gradient of a 2D function, which is composed of 

vectors Gx and Gy , which were given by 

Gx = (z7 + 2z8 + z9 ) − (z1 + 2z2 + z3) ; and Gy = (z3 + 2z6 + z9) − (z1 + 2z4 + z7)  

where, z1,...,z9  are values of pixels in the image that span the Sobel masks. 

Table 3. Sobel detector masks (a) Vertical. (b) Horizontal  

-1 -2 -1  -1 0 1 
0 0 0  -2 0 2 
1 2 1  -1 0 1 

 

It is complex to change the mask number here since each of the gradient algorithms has 

its own detection masks and cannot be changed easily as line detection masks. Also it is 

not necessary to update the maskers since the detected results of all ten samples show 

positive results in the results section. 

The Canny method is more complex and includes a Gaussian filter, a local gradients and 

edge directions computation algorithm, and provides edge linking by incorporating the 
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Figure 12. Schematic of edge detection for detailed 
defects 

weak pixels that are 8-connected to the strong pixels. If the user does not select a 

threshold number, the Sobel and Canny methods will generate a threshold number 

automatically, where the threshold of Sobel is a number and the threshold of Canny is a 

two element vector.  

Optimize Threshold T 

The default threshold number 

generated by Sobel or Canny does 

not guarantee a positive result. 

However, both of them offer 

promising results by optimizing the 

threshold value. The Sobel method 

offered less noisy results compared 

to Canny but also tended to miss a 

significant number of the defects, 

where Canny’s noise tended to be 

small contours. By updating the 

threshold number, Canny offered the 

smoothest result, where Sobel does 

not reduce background noises very 

much by changing the threshold number. However, this required a lot of human 

intervention, which is not the goal of the research. In the project, the default threshold 

number was used first and then updated the threshold number with a fixed rate. Apply 
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the edge detection method again and compare with the previous detecting results to see 

if the difference is within an acceptable tolerance. For instance, the default threshold 

value of Canny method is � = &!�, !�' and the results is a matrix (  contains all the 

detected edges along the cracks. Update threshold value to �� = &!� + .1 ×

�!� − !��, !� − .1 × �!� − !��' and apply Canny again with results (�.Repeat the routine 

until (�
� − (� 	≤ ), where )  is the tolerance as shown in Figure 12. Both Sobel and 

Canny have recognizable edges. Since the major differences between Sobel and Canny 

were the amount and geometry of noise, one possible approach was to take the binary 

interaction operation of the detecting results of Sobel and Canny to obtain smoother 

results. However, it did not eliminate very much noise.  

Quantifying the Size of a Crack 

Two methods were used to quantify the magnitude of a crack. The first and also the 

easiest way was to find the minimum enclosing rectangle (parallel to the x and y axes) 

that enclosed the points along the crack. This defined the most likely required repair 

area. However, it did not give any further information about the orientation of the crack 

and tended to overestimate the magnitude.  

The second approach was to define the minimum enclosing rectangle that was not 

oriented with respect to the x and y axes. This could be found by estimating the 

parameters of a line that minimizes the maximum distance to all the points on the crack 

edges. Using the start and end points of the line by finding the end points on the edges 

along the line, the sides of the rectangle are found by projecting the end points onto the 

estimated line. The other two sides are determined by the maximum deviation of the 
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crack on each side of the line. In order to minimize the maximum distance to the line, the 

function fminimax in MATLAB was selected to find the best fit parametric line, denoted 

by 
x = at + b
y = ct + d






. The function, fminimax, requires an initial guess for the parameters of 

the line [a, b, c, d] and  a function that computes the maximum distance of all points 

along the edges to the given line. The function stops when the values of [a, b, c, d] are 

within a specified tolerance (i.e., there is no change) or reach the maximum number of 

iterations. The default iteration limit is 500 in MATLAB. In this study a limit of 2500 

iterations was used. 

Two Kinds of Errors 

Computer-based crack detections methods make two kinds of errors: false-positive 

identification of cracks (Type 1) and failure to detect existing cracks (Type 2). One kind 

of error occurs when a crack is detected but does not exist (i.e., a Type 1 error). This can 

be caused by noise, which cannot be totally avoided. If the noise is significant, then it is 

difficult to quantify the crack accurately. The other one is missing defects (i.e., a Type 2 

error). In other words, the defects or part of a defect is not recognized with the line and 

edge detection algorithms. This could be due to high non-uniform illumination of the 

image background. The consequences of a Type 1 error in this context are not as severe 

as the Type 2 error, since missing defects can lead to ignoring the necessary 

maintenance, leading to future structural damage. Type 2 error can be reduced 

significantly by adjusting the threshold number and by applying binary operations to the 

results of line and/or edge detections.  
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS 

Description 

The answers to the questions in the methodology chapter are listed below.  

1. Noise, the intensity level of pixels, and uneven illumination are major parameters 
that affect detectability. 

2. Line detection method is suitable to quickly scan a WTB and find cracks since it 
minimizes Type 2 error. 

3. Uneven illumination is not a major factor in edge detection methods. Canny 
offers the best results in reducing both Type 1 and Type 2 errors. 

4. The severity of a crack is difficult to quantify. However, the crack span size and 
intensity level of pixels offer important insights on the magnitude of a crack. 

Summary 

The ten samples, six synthetic cracks and four representative filed images, were tested 

with both line and edge detection methods. Although there is a tradeoff between false-

positive identification of cracks (Type 1 Error) and failure to detect existing cracks 

(Type 2 Error), Canny had the best results by far in terms of reducing the two types of 

error. Generally, uneven illumination has much less influence on the detectability of 

edge detection methods compared to line detection. For a very bright background, edge 

detection offered much better results as shown in Figure 14. Unlike line detection, edge 

detection eliminated low levels of noise and the detected edges were much smoother.  

The opening image technique was applied in the line detection method to reduce uneven 

illumination and the results were poor with gradually changing uneven illumination as 

seen in the stress crack sample shown in Figure 6 (b). In addition, the line detection 

method was very sensitive to discontinuity and thus, the detected results had more Type 

1 errors as compared to edge detection methods. However, this was not in conflict with 
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our goals that line detection could be used as a quick scan of the entire turbine and edge 

detection methods were used to capture the detailed information of the crack. The crack 

quantification algorithm drew the approximation line with minimized maximum distance 

to all the detected edges, including noise. Then parallel lines to the approximation line 

that enclosed all the defects were used to define a bounding box. 

Line Detection 

With the rotating image and binary union operation added to the line detection method 

as shown in Figure 11, line detection was able to capture cracks in every direction (not 

only horizontal, vertical, +45˚, and -45˚) and the staircase caused by the small size of 

3X3 detector masks was minimized. Line detector masks are very sensitive to noise and 

thus, it minimized the Type 1 error but had difficulty with Type 2. The line detection 

method showed high detectability of the hairline crack shown in Figure 13 (a) with the 

original image in Figure 6 (a). The hairline crack is very difficult for human eyes to 

 
(a) Hairline crack.  (b) Stress cracks.  (c) Crazing. 

Figure 13. Field sample of line detection 
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detect but line detection easily found it. The opening image technique was used to 

reduce the negative impact of uneven illumination. However, the results were poor, as 

shown in Figure 13 (b). Line detection had trouble eliminating background noise like 

dirt on the surface of turbine blades. For this reason it is necessary to apply edge 

detection methods to the defective areas detected by line detection method. 

Edge Detection 

Edge detection methods like Sobel and Canny offered much smoother results compared 

to the line detection method. Noise and uneven illumination did not have a significant 

impact on edge detection. The intensity level of pixels is very important to both line and 

edge detection methods because if the intensity level of noise is larger than the intensity 

level of the defect, the defect will not be detected since the computer will consider it to 

be background noise and eliminate it. When testing sythetic cracks with both line and 

edge detection method, the first two groups and the first four synthetic cracks had the 

same results. Neither the color or size of the crack affected the result. In other words, 

both the line and edge detection methods could easily detect hairline cracks. However, 

both Sobel and Canny had to adjust the threshold values to detect some cracks. Without 

the threshold adjustments, Sobel and Canny had difficulty detecting stress cracks with 

highly uneven illumination and crazing cracks with noisy backgrounds. With the default 

threshold value, it is difficult to say which method offered better results as shown in 

Figure 14 (a-1) and (a-2). That said, Canny can significanlty improve its results by 

optimizing new threshold values. The results under Sobel, however, were not improved 

so easily by changing the threshold values. Since Sobel and Canny have different 
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gemoetries of noise, we applied intersection operation to the optimized results in Figure 

14. (b-1) and (b-2). The intersaction operation significantly reduced Type 2 error without 

generating too much Type 1 error. 

 

Figure 14. Edge detection reduced uneven illumination significantly 
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The crazing crack from Figure 6. (c) contains a lot of noise, which is common to rotor 

blades, especially in a places like deserts with strong wind. Both Canny and Sobel were 

able to reduce the background noise impact, which means the computer-based visual 

inspection method is feasible for onsite application.  

 
 

(a) Canny optimal   (b) Sobel Optimal 
Figure 15. Edge detection reduced noises significantly  

Factors Affecting Detectability 

Intensity level of pixels matter 

The first group of synthetic cracks did not show that the method can detect a crack with 

lighter background color easier than the one with darker background color. When 

applying the graythresh function, the two images resulted in very different optimal 

threshold numbers. With the optimized threshold values, both of the images resulted in 

clearly delineated defects. Not surprisingly, the applicable threshold range was 

significantly different between the two images. The one with a white background had 

valid threshold number from 0.746 to 0.999. But the one with a gray background had a 

threshold number between 0.745 and 0.827. Higher threshold numbers were able to 

eliminate more noise with low- to middle-level intensity from the background, which 
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can make the results much clearer if there is a lot of noise in the background. However, 

the tradeoff is that some of the defects can be missed if the defect has a lower intensity 

level than the noise in the background. One example is shown in Figure 16 with the 

Sobel method. When we selected a threshold value of 0.12, rather than 0.065, most of 

the cracks and background noises were eliminated because the pixels in the image had 

an intensity level lower than 0.12 and all of the pixels turned to 0. If the crack had a 

much higher intensity level than the background noise, then the results had little noise. 

 

(a) Sobel threshold 0.065   (b) Sobel threshold 0.12 
Figure 16. Edge detection affected by intensity level of pixels 

Crack thickness is not a factor 

Surprisingly, based on both synthetic cracks and field images, crack thickness did not 

affect the detectability of a crack. The line detection results of the first two groups of 

synthetic cracks can be found in Appendix A. In addition, Figure 13 shows that 

computer-based visual inspection method can find small thickness cracks like hairline 

cracks very easily. These results suggest that the computer-based method may be a better 

alternative to using sky workers to visually inspect blade surfaces. 

Crack orientation is not a significant factor  
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In the line detection method, images were rotated counter-clockwise with 10 degree 

increments and then the line detector masks were able to capture lines from most 

directions. Binary union option mapped all the detected lines into one image as shown in 

Figure 13 (c). Edge detection methods are based on first- or second- order derivatives, 

which are not influenced by crack orientation. Therefore, both line and edge detection 

methods in the project were not affected by crack orientation. In other words, the 

orientation of the field camera is not expected to affect the results. 

Background illumination matters 

Automatic threshold computing methods tend to fail when the background illumination 

of an image is uneven (i.e., there is variance in the pixel values). Uneven illumination 

had a severe impact on the line detection method as shown in Figure 13 (b), where the 

opening image technique was applied to reduce the impact of uneven illumination. The 

opening image technique did not improve the results very much. The original image of 

the stress cracks in Figure 6 (b) had very bright lighting on the background and the 

results were poor even after the opening image process. Only one of the three cracks was 

detected and most of the pixels associated with the cracks were deleted during the 

opening image process. Therefore, the lighting problem still poses a challenge to reliable 

crack detection for line detection method. Further research is warranted to reduce the 

effects of uneven lighting on crack detection. Edge detection method reduces the uneven 

illumination problem for the same cracks shown in Figure 14. (b-1) and (b-2). This 

supports the hypothesis we made earlier that it would be most effective to use the line 
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detection method to do a quick scan and then apply edge detection method to maximize 

the details of a crack.  

Quantifying the Cracks 

After the flaws were detected, they were bounded in a rectangle and two parallel lines. 

The rectangle indicated the recommended repair area. The two parallel lines indicated 

the direction and magnitude of the cracks. However, if there was a lot of noise, the 

parallel lines were just the lines parallel to a line with minimized maximum distance to 

all the points detected, which included noise and very small flaws as seen in the results 

in Figure 13 (c). Therefore, eliminating noise as much as possible is very important in 

estimating the magnitude of a crack.  

The first synthetic crack in the Group 1 was selected to address the results of quantifying 

a crack since the direction of the crack is clarity and we can see clearly if the 

approximation line follows the direction of the crack. Other samples either has the same 

structure as this one, for instance, cracks in Group 1-2, Group 2-1, 2-2, and Group 3-2 

have the similar cleanness or contains too much noise to observe how close the 

approximation line follows the direction of the crack (see Appendix A). First, the 

recommended repair area is enclosed in the blue rectangle with 423-by-301 pixels. The 

original image has 434-by-328 pixels shown in Figure 3(a). An approximation line with 

minimized maximum distance to all the points along the crack was generated is shown in 

Figure 17 in green and the parametric function of the green line is: 

�	 = 439.2590 ∗ ! + 202.6571

 = 277.2023 ∗ ! + 166.7593

 

  where ! ∈ [−0.46, 0.502]. 
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The two parallel lines in red enclosed the cracks with minimum distance to the green line 

as shown in Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17. Quantification of the Synthetic Crack in Figure 3 (a) 

The severity of a crack was defined by its intensity along the crack and its size. The size 

of the crack is shown in Figure 17. However, the intensity of the crack is not 

straightforward since the line and edge detection methods only detected the edges of the 

crack. Also, the location of the cracks on the WTB can be critical. For instance, if a 

crack occurred along the leading edge or the root section may create more potential 

damages or accelerate the potential structural damage than other areas since the leading 
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edge contacts the wind first and the root section has more accumulation of fatigue loads. 

However, all of these are hypothesis, which require further study.  
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper evaluated two computer-based methods for detecting cracks in wind turbine 

blades: the line detection method and the edge method. The original hypothesis was that 

the line detection method would be best for performing a quick scan of the blade surface 

to find cracks, but that the edge method would provide better data on the crack. The 

results of the study support our hypothesis. 

The line detection method is appropriate for quick scans because it can quickly identify 

hairline cracks that are invisible to the naked eyes. Image processing thresholds and 

filters can be used to minimize false-positives caused by surface irregularities like dirt or 

dust. However, uneven illumination poses serious problems to the line detection method 

that cannot be overcome.  

The edge detection method gives more detailed information about cracks than line 

detection, but has difficulty distinguishing between surface irregularities and cracks. The 

most effective method we identified was to first identify the cracks using line detection 

and only then apply edge detection to collect more information on the crack. Edge 

detection is particularly useful when there is uneven illumination.  

The results showed that computer-based crack detection shows promise for maintenance 

work on in-service wind turbine blades. With a high quality image and processing tools, 

computers can consistently identify cracks that are invisible to human eyes, even when 

looking at the blade from different angles.  

Further research is necessary to apply these methods to more sample cracks and to find 

methods to minimize errors caused by environmental noises like insects.  
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APPENDIX 

Detection results of sample cracks 
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